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Non‐linear dynamics emerged in the fields of science and mathematics at the turn of the
20th Century. Since that time, many researchers employ ideas associated with non‐linear
patterns of interactions. In science, complexity theorists study emergence, feedback
loops, and self‐organization in systems. In mathematics, chaos theorists examine
patterns that functions display when iterated. (Iteration is the process of using the
output as a new input.) Essentially, complexity theory is the study of order emerging
from disorder, while chaos theory is the study of disorder emerging out of order
(specifically how a controlled environment can behave unpredictably). Ironically,
though, as each group seeks to explore and explain emergent patterns in systems and
label a pattern as a “bifurcation,” complexity theorists discern and exclude, while chaos
theorists include and embrace simultaneities.
The bifurcation diagram (see Figure 1), which is often referenced in non‐linear
dynamics, is similar to the Mandelbrot Set. The Mandelbrot Set depicts the set of all Julia
sets; the bifurcation diagram is the set of all iterated functions (varying of initial seeds)
for different constant or “control” parameter values. The bifurcation diagram, at first
glance appears to be an imagined series of “forks in the road.” One reason for this
misinterpretation is the misreading of the independent variable (horizontal axis) as time
and the dependent variable (vertical axis) as a result of the function with respect to time.
What the graph actually depicts, however, is what patterns emerge when a function is
iterated as its control parameter is varied.
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Figure 1. Bifurcation diagram of the Logistic map (Wikipedia Commons, 2005).
A second reason for this misinterpretation is due to the disparate definitions of the
word “bifurcation” as it is currently used in non‐linear dynamics. In complexity theory
the interpretation is based on Ilya Prigogine’s (1977) pioneering work of dissipative
structures, states of equilibrium, and self‐organization. Prigogine describes, in his Nobel
laureate lecture, the concept of successive bifurcations and how the increase of the
control parameter leads to moments of bifurcations in which the system self‐organizes
into different states, or paths (p. 273). Other complexity theorists assume this perspective
of bifurcations, relating to “choices” or “decisions,” and describe intended movements
toward one path of self‐organization or another, as well as analyzing systems and their
states of equilibrium (e.g., Taylor, 2001, p. 150). On/Off, binary oppositions, 0/1 are all
examples of mutually exclusive bifurcations. In traditional logic, exclusive “or” means
that one condition must be true but the other must not in order for the statement to be
true. Inclusive “or” allows a statement to be true if one or the other condition is true, and
both conditions can be true. Bifurcations in chaos theory mathematics maintain the logic
of inclusive “or” in which a function reveals moments of one value then moves to
another value. These values are part of the pattern, part of the system. Together they
describe characteristics about the system. The differences are not separate distinctions;
rather, the differences enhance the qualities of the system.
Neither Prigogine’s (2000) definition of “successions of bifurcations, [which
introduces] an ‘historical’ element” (p. 894) nor his successive bifurcations diagram
(1977, p. 273) mean the same as the bifurcation diagram used in chaos theory of
mathematics to display patterns of iterated functions. The two diagrams are not
interchangeable. The former relies on exclusive “or,” while the latter is dependent upon
inclusive “or.”
The bifurcation, or orbit, diagram explores the patterns of possibilities. (Orbit
diagram may be a better descriptor than bifurcation diagram to separate what the graph
displays.) An orbit analysis—a demonstration of what values the function oscillates
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between or among—reveals what patterns may emerge when the function is repeatedly
iterated. One particular function often examined in chaos theory mathematics is the
logistic function, which can be expressed as the iterative function: xk+1 = λxk(1 – xk), or
generally as F(x) = λx(1 – x) (e.g., Devaney, 1992, p. 12). For every λ that is selected, the
function is iterated with varying initial seeds (xk). This function is of particular interest
because there are points at which the function displays orbits of 2‐cycle, 4‐cycle, 8‐cycle,
and between the control parameters values of 3.5 and 4.0, chaotic patterns occur.
Robert Devaney’s (n.d.) web site contains an orbit diagram of the logistic map using
a Java Applet (created by Yakov Shapiro). This diagram dynamically illustrates how a
logistic function moves to a particular orbit based on the initial seed of x = 0.5. The first
100 iterations are omitted from the graph to show how the function eventually “settles
down.” For example, entering C = 3.2 and clicking “display orbit” reveals the 2‐cycle
orbit values that occur (highlighted in red), and the column to the right displays the
values of the iterations. Entering C = 3.5 and clicking “display orbit” shows the 4‐cycle
orbit values that result. Entering C = 3.7 and clicking “display orbit” shows the chaotic
pattern, with no specific orbit, that emerges from the iterations. Time is not part of either
axis of the graph. The orbit diagram depicts what happens to the iterated values for
different control parameters. With these analyses chaos theorists are attempting to
control and predict, even when predicting includes unpredictability.
From my perspective, I employ a postmodern logic of interpretation associated with
hermeneutics, a perspective that dismisses control because it is merely an illusion. I
strive in my own teaching to have shifts in dialogues in non‐linear ways during class
time (Smitherman, 2005, p. 161). Instead of looking from left to right as time passes, I try
to shift the initial seed to something generative that creates complex conversations
(Pratt, 2008). Non‐linear interpretations of discourse include patterns of emergence and
of interactions within a system, not a mechanistic, cause‐effect interpretation of
requiring this to be implemented in order for that to happen. Education perceived from a
postmodern logic and a systems theory perspective embraces interactions and moments
of difference rather than patterns of control that render conformity.
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